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Abstract. Learner-centered design of e-learning environments provides 
potential for improving learning processes. Its underlying paradigm, 
constructivism, has not been exploited and implemented fully so far. It is still 
difficult to transfer specific experiences and developments from one case to 
another. To apply effectively constructivism to e-learning, developers need a 
generic design space guiding them in the translation of respective principles to 
features for interaction. This contribution reviews relevant inputs from e-
learning and learning sciences with respect to representing domain knowledge 
and designing interactive learning processes. For the development of e-learning 
environments a structured design space capturing and relating different layers 
of abstraction and design dimensions is proposed. Intended for users and 
developers, it supports the generation and transformation of constructivist 
design elements to implementation components. In particular, it allows tracing 
and pro-active reflection for various target groups, as it can be accessed from 
both, a conceptual, and an implementation-oriented perspective. 

1   Introduction 

E-learning environments are socio-technical systems that should enable capacity 
building and knowledge generation in an effective, since learner-centered way. 
According to Kerres et al. [11] developers of learner-centered environments need to 
consider learner styles, learning situations, target groups, existing skills and learning 
experiences for structuring interaction. Moreover, learning processes should be 
guided by ‘everyday activity … rather than intentional pedagogy’ [13], since they 
provide ‘a more powerful source of socialization’ (ibid.). Consequently, we have to 
consider (e-)learning as a multidimensional endeavor, involving at least cognitive and 
social processes. Human-centered design of e-learning environments does not only 
require the recognition and mutual tuning of these dimensions, but also needs to take 
into account enabling processes, such as organizational and technical ones. The latter 
form the infrastructure of e-learning environments. As such, they require mechanisms 
for designers to transform learner and coach requirements to functional system 
features in the course of development.  

Due to the multifaceted nature of design knowledge a multidimensional design 
space could allow structuring user needs, application context, and implementation 
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concepts. Moreover, these items could be put into mutual context, e.g., revealing how 
the individualization of content can actually be achieved for a certain e-learning 
application. From a developer perspective such a representation facilitates meeting 
learning requirements in a transparent way. From a coach perspective it allows 
checking the preparation of learning scenarios, such as including motivational 
elements and features for individualizing content according to learner needs. From a 
learner perspective, structured design enables traceability. It allows to follow the 
transformation of learning scenarios, both, envisioned ones, and already implemented 
ones, to technical features. In this way, it avoids misconceptions and helps in fine-
tuning the features of e-learning environments. 

In the following we will revisit our inputs to the development of a structured 
design space. In the first part of the paper we reflect the design and construction of  
the Scholion platform that served and still serves as our test bed for learner-centered 
developments. In the second part the design space structure is introduced based on  
our development experiences. The results have been achieved clustering constructs 
and design items in concept maps. In doing so, user needs, technical capabilities, and 
design ideas can be captured in their mutual context.  

2   The Development of Learning Support 

In the first subsection we briefly sketch the underlying paradigm to learner-centered 
e-learning design: constructivism. The second subsection outlines the content 
perspective comprising the didactically grounded preparation of material, since it 
serves as focal point for interaction in self-organized learning processes. In the third 
subsection we discuss constructivist learner interaction using the Scholion platform. 

2.1   The Learner Perspective: Constructivism 

Developers of e-learning environments increasingly turn their attention to the 
constructivist-oriented learning concepts, as they promise a wider scope to achieve e-
learning benefits than traditional instructional design [21], [22]. Currently, however, 
constructivism in e-learning-based education is still at the conceptual level. Effective 
design and implementation of active learner support are only beginning to emerge 
[20]. Reflecting that conceptual background, knowledge results from individual 
construction processes and cannot be transferred from one (knowing) party, e.g., a 
teacher, to another party, e.g., the learner. Consequently, e-learning environments 
following this concept have to take into several distinct aspects, according to [9]:  

“Construction: Knowledge is actively constructed by learners through their 
interactions with the environment, not passively transmitted by teachers. Knowledge 
is constructed by using the learners’ prior knowledge as foundation. Teachers serve 
primarily as collaborators, guides and facilitators of learning, not as transmitters of 
knowledge. 

Cognitive Skills: In order to be useful for problem solving, knowledge needs to be 
related to each other. The process of constructing interrelated knowledge structures 
requires cognitive skills that learners do not possess, such as analysis and reasoning 
skills, analogical thinking, reflection, and self-evaluation. Thus, in order to scaffold 
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their performance, instructors should identify problem-solving skills that are specific 
to the subject matter. 

Authentic Tasks: To get students actively involved in knowledge construction, 
learning  activities should focus on realistic, intrinsically motivating problems that are 
situated in real world tasks. Rather than applying knowledge to solve abstract 
problems, knowledge must be constructed in real and useful contexts. 

Related Cases: Learners should have access to a set of related experiences and 
cases from previous learners that the student can draw on to represent their deficient 
knowledge. Analogical reasoning is the key skill of reusing related cases. It includes a 
search for similarities and differences between the related cases and the new problem 
to be solved. 

Collaboration: Leaning occurs not in isolation but by teams of people working 
together, and as they exercise, verify, and test their knowledge through discussion, 
dialogue, and information sharing. Hence, learning should take place in an 
environment that supports collaboration, social negotiation and interaction, because as 
a learner gains experience in a social situation, this experience may verify a learner’s 
knowledge constructions or it may contradict those constructions.  

Information Technology: The design of a constructivist learning environment goes 
far beyond the computer material itself, but well-designed web-based technology may 
facilitate constructivist learning when it provides learners the information they need.” 

This list does not only refer to the construction process itself, but also to the 
context, in terms of content, social settings, and interaction features positioned at the 
user interface of an e-learning environment.  

2.2   The Content Perspective: Didactic Relevance and Polymorphism 

Content plays a crucial role in e-learning. It should provide the information learners 
need to construct knowledge, both in terms of structure elements relevant for domain 
knowledge, and in terms of orientation to enable the navigation along these structure 
elements [12]. The production of effective content to that respect should be based on 
didactic knowledge, going beyond traditional meta data, such as ‘author’ [7] – an 
issue that is still debated. Currently used guidelines for the preparation and 
deployment of e-learning material prevalently address technical accessibility issues. 
Hence, learning-orientation and representation of didactic experiences through 
content elements are still under development [14].  

Content development techniques should allow educators to apply different 
strategies for adapting content to constructivist setting, as learners have different skill 
levels and learning styles [19]. In Scholion the hierarchy starts with organizationally 
relevant information, such as course and module. The learning unit represents a piece 
of information that should be self-contained in terms of learning goals and domain 
relevance. The didactical encoding is performed at the subsequent layer and contains 
blocks, such as motivation, definition, or explanation (cf. www.blikk.it). In addition 
to the didactic hierarchy content can be displayed in various formats and codalities, 
such as text, video, podcast etc. Hence, content can be polymorph which leads to the 
design task of assigning a particular codality to each didactically relevant content 
element. 
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2.3   The Interaction Perspective: Individualization and Collaboration 

Empirical studies on self-regulated learning reveal a variety of variables for positive 
knowledge transfer, among them goal-oriented self reflection, an open environment in 
support of learning, self-instructive learning material, domain-specific integration of 
content, and multiple intervention based on general and domain-specific content [24]. 
When mapping these variables to an e-learning platform the authors argue for flexible 
content arrangement and open social spaces for communication and intervention. 
Social processes should be context-sensitive which requires the binding of 
conversations to content. Finally, learners with different background and level of 
skills and experience do not only require features for communication and 
collaboration, but also a facility to develop individual views on the content [18]. 

Hence, we have considered individualization support of content as a major 
objective of our developments. Learners should be empowered to individualize 
content to their needs and preferences. This requirement is traditionally implemented 
through an annotation concept, providing textual notes, marking, and multimedia 
attachments directly in the courseware. Content is either adapted to learner knowledge 
[10] or actively changed by learners as proposed by Vouk et al. [23]. However, 
features for individualization should also comprise the possibility for learners to learn 
with and from peers [4].  

The annotation facility of Scholion is considered as the key to individualization. It 
is based on a flexible hypermedia scheme for the representation of content elements. 
It enables learners to (i) mark a specific position in a content element for learning, (ii) 
post questions, answers or comments, and (iii) additionally link the individual 
contribution to a theme in the system’s discussion board when working with content. 
The latter link guides users to adjacent discussions. 

As soon as content is displayed in Scholion a view is generated like an overlay 
transparency. The view is kept for further access and reloaded when the content is 
accessed again. Users can manage views, including their deletion and the transfer to 
other users. The access to views by other users might include user groups - 
collaboration is enabled through sharing views. Vice versa, public views can be 
copied by other users than owners, and imported to their list of individual views on 
the addressed material. Those users might also make imported views public, e.g., after 
supplementing annotations, which leads to cascaded views.  

Figure 1 shows a Scholion instantiation for Industrial Engineering (ELIE – [1]). 
The content block types in the displayed work area are ‘motivation’ and (background) 
‘information’. The motivation has been annotated with marking ‘architecture’ and 
enriched with a direct link to the forum ‘Content-Erstellung’ asking ‘Which studies 
are meant?’. The coach immediately recognizes the context of the question and might 
provide a concise answer. In case the learner sets the view containing the question and 
link to the forum public, all peers can follow this discussion. Moreover, the coach 
might use the view to update the content accordingly on the fly.  

Since the platform allows users editing links to internal or external sources of 
information, navigation elements to manage information sources have been provided. 
Links can be external URLs as well as internal references, such as links to entries in 
the discussion forum or infoboard. Links can also refer to elements within a module. 
The corresponding features have been included into the annotation icon bar on top of  
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Fig. 1. Content annotations including a communication link to a forum (see bottom of screen 
shot) in ELIE 

the content area. Editing internal links requires marking a position in the text that 
should represent the link. After evoking the respective function located in the icon bar 
a tree with the node of the currently addressed module is displayed. It allows users to 
identify the target of the internal link.  

3   Design Space Development 

Since the design space has to be intelligible to coaches, content developers, learners, 
and software developers, it requires a format that is easy to understand and open for 
representing design ideas. Concept maps meet these requirements and have been used 
for representation. They are explained in the first sub section. The second part of this 
section introduces the design space exemplifying some Scholion developments. 

3.1   Concept Maps 

Concept mapping is a technique for eliciting and representing knowledge in network 
structures [15]. They contain mutually related concepts, i.e. mental constructs. 
Concepts are termed nodes and relationship are termed links. Concepts and links can 
be labeled. Links can be non-, uni- or bi-directional. Concepts and links may belong 
to categories, or be simply associative. Concept mapping turned out to be useful to 
generate ideas, to design a structure, such as the architecture of a software, and to 
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communicate ideas, By communicating concept maps understanding can be facilitated 
and misunderstandings can be avoided [2].  

In the course of concept mapping constructs are arranged according to an issue of 
interest, e.g., individual arrangement of features. The constructs are named and 
structured by associating them. In this way, a contextual specification is established. 
Concept mapping can either be applied in structured domains, such as mathematics, 
allowing for individually arranging domain content [3], or for generating meaningful 
representations from scratch according to individual mental models [5]. While for the 
first setting, the focus of concept mapping lies on the arrangement of already known 
elements, the latter requires an open space to identify, name, and arrange content. 
Such cognitive engagements require personal and epistemological connections [16].  

3.2   The E-Learning Design Space  

As Scholion implements a constructivist approach to e-learning, its constituents have 
to be identified both, in terms of user interactions, and functions that could be 
implemented. From a design perspective learned-centered knowledge acquisition 
supported by e-learning systems can be described in terms of individualization, self-
organization, and collaboration. Figure 2 shows part of the corresponding Scholion 
interaction domain. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Enablers of learner support from a design perspective 

All three constituents support learner-centered processes. They are enabled by 
several features available for learners at the user interface. For instance, 
individualization comprises marking of content elements, linking them to internal and 
external sources of information, including comments in text, and filtering them  
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according the didactic type (e.g., definition). Self-organization bundles searching for 
information in general, view management, and dealing with information at different 
levels of detail. As detailed in section 2, views can be selected, overlaid, copied, set 
public and searched for. Finally, levels of detail, e.g., slides, full text, additional 
material, can be selected, switched, mutually linked, and set according to individual 
preferences. 

After having exploited the user-interaction domain, we identify clusters of 
information that allows developers and users to assign design elements and focus on 
particular design perspectives. The most prominent facility recognizing the 
intertwined cognitive and social perspective on constructivist e-learning is coupling 
content to communication (see figure 3 in the middle). As it requires content and 
communication facilities, these three design items separate the user-interaction 
domain from functional elements. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Part of the 3-layered design space 

The user interaction domain elements can be related to these central items. For 
instance, view management is bound to content, whereas self-organization addresses 
all three of them – for the sake of readability the is part of relationship is assumed to 
propagate the refers to connection. 

In the course of development the central design items have to be linked to 
functional elements, such as technical components, services, or software modules. As 
exemplified in figure 3, a high level of specification the handling of views requires a 
view manager. In this case a 1:1 mapping occurs from an interaction facility to a 
functional component. This component contains several others, such as annotation 
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and meta-data handling. Annotation handling is further refined to markers, links, and 
comments. The refinements have to address all corresponding user-interaction domain 
elements, and continue down to the functional implementation level.  

For the communication part figure 3 exemplifies the functional specification of the 
Scholion e-learning forum. As it may contain links the link management that has been 
addressed in the course of annotation is referenced a second time. Multiple 
relationships of single elements have already occurred in the user-interaction domain 
layer (see figure 2 for selecting when handling different levels of details, and 
searching in the context of self-organization). Besides the forum the available variety 
of synchronous and asynchronous enablers for communication and collaboration 
(blogs, chat etc.) has to be specified here.  

The general design space structure is a set of layers implementing a middle-out 
approach to design. There needs to be consensus on the middle layer, which in the 
case of Scholion is the unique coupling of content to communication on the basis of 
content and communication facilities (denoted as is part of relationship). On top of 
this layer high-level concepts, such as views can be modeled from a user-interaction 
perspective in a natural way. Below this layer functional decompositions into 
functional blocks are considered from an implementation perspective, e.g., addressing 
coupling and cohesion. In this way, detailed designs from two perspective become 
possible without loosing mutual context. 

4   Conclusions 

As e-learning environments are socio-technical systems, in the course of design 
technical and human aspects have to be taken into account. The paradigm of learner-
centeredness leads to individualized, explorative capacity building and knowledge 
generation rather then reproducing pre-fabricated chunks of information to achieve 
formal qualification. When we consider (e-)learning as a multidimensional endeavor, 
involving at least cognitive and social processes, design spaces need to reflect various 
dimensions and cope with inherent system dynamics. The latter results from the active 
role of learners and the interventions set by coaches on a case-to-case basis. 

Revisiting our work along the design and construction of the Scholion platform we 
have developed a multi-layered design space structure. It allows tackling of user 
needs, technical capabilities, and design ideas in their mutual context. The categories 
of nodes and relationships form a framework for structuring e-learning design spaces. 
The proposed conceptual representation schema goes beyond the limits to examples 
and descriptive formats of design cases. They allow transferability to various  
e-learning areas. Since they represent effective applications of constructivism, 
coaches could develop a generic mechanism for translating constructivist principles 
into educational practice. Finally, these concept representations could help learners to 
play an active role in their own learning, discovering things for themselves, based on 
resources (prepared by coaches) that provide learners the information to generate 
knowledge.  
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